was recently suggested based on solid pentamode material, which can be impedance matched with water and has anisotropic modulus. A cloak constructed from this material was theoretically shown to have broadband frequency range effect, and sufficient solidity to be potentially suitable for underwater applications. Here, we report an underwater solid cloak with broadband efficiency utilizing pentamode material machined from aluminum. The cloak was composed with a graded subwavelength scale microstructure to meet the required effective property designed by transformation method. Transient wave experiments conducted in a waveguide validate cloaking effectiveness: the underwater acoustic wave is guided around the cloaked object with substantial reduction of both scattering and shadow over a broad frequency range. This finding paves the way for controlling underwater acoustics using achievable and available metamaterials with broadband efficiency, and may stimulate development of new technologies, such as directed communications, advanced detection systems, or cloaking devices against underwater acoustics.
Cloaking as an ultimate shielding example, demonstrated as possible in principle by transformation 1,2 and metamaterial technique 3, 4 , has been successfully designed for different physical fields [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . As for air-borne sound, acoustic ground cloaks have been experimentally demonstrated using perforated plates in air 16, 17 , which serves as the meta-fluid with anisotropic density. However, this material design scheme is unsuitable for dense fluids such as water due to the enormous material density required, preventing underwater acoustic cloaking from being realized. Solid material cloaking is highly desired, but the difficulty lies in different propagating velocities for longitudinal and shear waves coexistent in a solid, which are hard to control simultaneously. Tailoring the material deformation modes through microstructure design allows five easy deformation modes 21 , enabling a single pseudo pressure wave. This pentamode (PM) material acts as a meta-fluid with anisotropic modulus realized by the micro structured solid [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . PM material can be impedance matched with water and provide much larger achievable modulus anisotropy 26, 27, 29 than available through just density variations 16, 17, 30 , offering unprecedented flexibility for underwater acoustic control.
Underwater cloaks have been designed based on PM material using transformation approach 22, 23 , and shown to have broadband effects from a solid shield 27 which is particularly suitable for underwater applications 28 .
However, experiment demonstration has not been reported due to lack of microstructure design and measurement systems for 2D underwater waveguide. This study reports an underwater solid cloak composed of five graded PM material layers. Transient wave experiments conducted in a specially designed 2D underwater waveguide validated superior wave shielding performance of the designed cloak, with 6.3 dB average reduction of target strength achieved across a broad frequency band 9-15 kHz. Table S1 ,
Since the size of the fabricated cloak in z-direction is small, due to fabrication limitations, it is necessary to make measurements in a 2D underwater waveguide. However, designing 2D
underwater waveguides is not trivial, since the large water density excludes any solid plate of feasible thickness from serving as an acoustic rigid boundary. Therefore, we propose a 2D
water waveguide based on pressure compensation (See Methods). The waveguide was composed of two opposing aluminum plates and a cylindrical piezoelectric transducer (PZT)
immersed in an anechoic water pool (Fig. 2a) . The cloak and scatter were mounted in the middle of the waveguide chamber. The voids in the cloaking shell must be free of water, so the top and bottom cloak surfaces were sealed with 4 mm thick water matched rubber. A thin walled polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) hollow cylinder (diameter 200 mm and height 50 mm) was used as the scatter, which can be treated as air scatter with extremely small density.
To test broadband performance, it is preferable to use transient rather than steady waves of a single frequency. We adopted a Gaussian burst of form exp(−0.222(f c t) 2 )cos(2πf c t) to drive the PZT, where f c denotes the central frequency. Figure 2b shows the driven signal for (Fig. 2a) inside the waveguide for three cases:
reference (empty waveguide), uncloaked scatter, and cloaked scatter, were scanned using a hydrophone moving along orthogonal axes with 10 mm step (See Methods, Fig. S1 ).
Transient wave numerical simulations are performed to validate the proposed underwater waveguide as well as the designed cloak (Fig. S2-S4 ).
Figures 3a-3c show snapshots of pressure fields in the forward region. For the reference case (Fig. 3b) , pressure fields show nearly undisturbed cylindrical wave form as expected, and this provides a measurement benchmark. Small distortion in the wave front stems from interference with the reflected wave from the edge of the waveguide owing to the small impedance mismatch between waveguide chamber and outside free space, which was also observed in numerical simulations (Fig. S2) . For the uncloaked scatter case (Fig. 3c) , the impinging cylindrical wave burst is mostly blocked due to significant impedance mismatch with water, and a clear shadow is formed behind the scatter. A small amount of energy flows around the scatter from the lateral side, inducing phase lag owing to the longer propagation trajectory. When the scatter is covered with the cloak (Fig. 3a) , impinging acoustic energy is almost completely transformed into an elastic wave at the solid/fluid interface and directed by the designed graded material properties towards the forward region, substantially eliminating the acoustic shadow behind the scatter and restoring the pressure field to the reference case (Fig. 3b) . Pressure along the indicated horizontal line in the forward region is shown for the three cases (Fig. 3g) . The pressure distributions are very similar for the empty waveguide and cloaked scatter in contrast to the uncloaked scatter.
Figures 3d-3e show pressure in the backward region when the incident wave has been totally reflected. The reflected wave is only clearly observed for the uncloaked case. The cloaked case shows much less reflection (Fig. 3d) and absolute pressure along the indicated line remains the same level as the reference case (Fig. 3h) . These results validate the impedance match of the cloak with water, and also indicate excellent cloaking effect for the enclosed scatter. Videos showing wave propagation in the forward and backward regions are provided in Supplemental Information (MOV.S1). A further experiment investigating scattering of an aluminum cylinder also verified the designed waveguide. (Fig. S4, MOV.S5 ).
Figures 4a-4d show the pressures measured at locations 1-4 in Fig. 2a , respectively. At backward location 1 (Fig. 4a) , the incident Gaussian packet for all three cases are similar, whereas the reflected Gaussian packet immediately following the incident packet is only clearly seen for the uncloaked case. The reflected and incident signal partly overlap due to the large water wave velocity, and is significantly reduced when cloaked. This suppressing effect for the reflected signal is more clearly identified at another backward location (Fig. 4b ).
Forward location 3 (Fig. 4c) shows weaker and phase retarded signals compared to reference case for uncloaked scatter, whereas cloaked, phase retardation is rectified with moderate amplitude recovery. The other forward location 4 ( Fig. 4d) shows both amplitude and phase lag were perfectly restored with the cloak.
Finally, we quantified the broadband efficiency of the designed cloak using target strength reduction (TSR), calculated from the reflective signal strength. The TSR with covered cloak can be obtained as 10Log 10 (E cl /E un ), where E cl and E un represent the reflective signal energy for the uncloaked and cloaked case, respectively, at the same backward location.
Additional experiments using signals with different central frequencies were conducted to cover a wide frequency band (see Methods, MOV.S2-S4). The measured signal was taken from location 2 rather than 1 to calculate TSR with clearly distinguished reflected and incident signals. In the studied frequency range, simulated TSR (Fig. 4e ) is nearly constant with small peaks caused by shear resonance scattering 27 . The overall trend of measured TSR is consistent with simulation, where differences may arise from system errors including fabrication, measurement, and imperfect waveguide. The experiment validates superior stealth capability of designed cloak, achieving 6.3 dB average reduction within a remarkably broad frequency range 9-15 kHz. It should be noted, although measurements here only indicate the excellent performance of the designed cloak over the given range owing to transducer frequency limitations, the designed cloak can in principle work from zero frequency, since only quasi-static material properties are employed, in contrast to inertial cloaks based on local resonance mechanisms.
We have experimentally demonstrated a broadband solid cloak for underwater acoustics.
The cloak is composed of graded pentamode unit cells with varying anisotropic modulus for bending underwater acoustic waves around covered object, which is impossible with conventional meta-fluids of anisotropic density. Solid and broadband features of pentamode materials offer new possibility to control underwater acoustic waves with unprecedented flexibility. Many applications for underwater acoustic may arise from this concept, such as acoustic radiation shaping, elastic/acoustic energy transforming device, etc.
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